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Abstract

Heterogeneous and autonomous web sites contain information that cannot be easily processed by automated tools. To address the heterogeneity issues, one attempt is to add metadata to Web pages to provide semantic description of the web pages and other kinds of web objects. This is also known as web annotation. Ontology-based Web annotation (OWA) is a kind of web annotation that associates ontologies with annotations. Since each ontology is usually adopted by some user community, OWA therefore facilitates sharing of knowledge among users sharing the ontology. In our survey, we noted that most existing OWA approaches only annotate web pages, but not the hyperlinks among them. This restricts the association of useful semantics to the hyperlinks between web pages. In this paper, we therefore propose to annotate hyperlink information as part of OWA. Users can create annotations for hyperlink structures and to utilize such annotations in browsing links between web pages and querying web sites. We first present a general OWA framework consisting different components. An XML-based annotation scheme for annotating hyperlink structures is also proposed.

1. Introduction

The World Wide Web (WWW) consists of huge number of web servers providing abundant information for sharing and exploration. As these web sites are operated by autonomous organizations providing a wide range of content, locating useful information among the web sites can be a daunting task. This is because web sites and their pages are often structured in different styles and formats making them more eye-pleasing but also harder for their content to be automatically extracted and processed. Without a good semantic knowledge about the web sites and pages, it is difficult to build sophisticated applications using the web information.

Web annotation refers to adding metadata to Web pages to provide higher level interpretation of the web pages and other web objects. It can be any comments, notes, explanations, references, examples, advices, correction or any other type of external remarks that can be attached to the whole or part of web pages without modifications to the original pages. Other than web pages and their text content, web annotations can also be assigned to web sites, tables and figures within web pages. In most existing web annotation systems, e.g. ComMentor1, Annotator2, Third Voice3, CritLink4, CoNote5 and Futplex6, the web annotations do not conform to some common semantic structures pertinent to the underlying domains of the web content. Since these web annotations are created without a controlled and well-defined model, they are simply another layer of data which share the same heterogeneity and autonomy characteristics with the underlying web [4]. To overcome this limitation, some attempts have been made to create Web annotations based on some well-defined semantic structures or models, known as ontologies [13, 8].

Ontology has been defined in many ways in the research literature [1, 17, 9, 13, 12]. In this paper, ontology is a specification of semantically interrelated entities within a given domain. Using ontologies as predefined semantic structures, users interpret web information as concepts and relationships within the ontologies, and create annotations to assign the pre-defined semantics to the web information [19]. To distinguish such annotation approach from the rest, we call this the Ontology-based Web Anno-
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tation (OWA). For example, a university ontology may include the concepts of ‘Professor’ and ‘PhDStudent’. Based on this ontology, the homepages of professors and graduate students at a university web site could be annotated as the instances of ‘Professor’ and ‘PhDStudent’ concepts respectively.

In recent years, several OWA schemes and languages have been developed. However, most of the existing OWA approaches annotate web pages only, by associating web pages with concepts from some given ontologies. If a web page is related to another web page according to some ontological relationship, the existing approaches usually treat the URI of the latter web page as an attribute value of the annotation instance created for the former web page. The hyperlink structure between these two web pages, which actually corresponds to the relationship, is usually not captured by the annotation. This clearly prevents us from fully understanding the semantics behind the hyperlink structure and using them for more intelligent processing of web information.

In this paper, we first propose a generic annotation framework for studying the overall OWA problem. We focus on the ontological annotation of hyperlink structures, and propose some extensions to the existing annotation language to represent such annotations. Several examples using a University Ontology are also given to illustrate our proposed extensions.

2. Annotation of Hyperlink Structures between Web Pages

Consider the web pages in Figure 1. The figure shows a professor homepage belonging to Dr Lim Ee Peng. The web page contains a link to another web page containing a list of students supervised by Dr Lim. This webpage also provides the hyperlinks to the student homepages. Among them is the homepage of Myo Myo, a PhD student. Let us assume that we are also given a University ontology depicted in Figure 2. Informally, the boxes represent concepts and the arrowed lines between them represent relationships. The attributes of concepts and relationships are listed within the boxes and on the lines respectively.

To perform ontological web annotation, a typical existing annotation approach will create an annotation instance for Dr Lim’s homepage associating it with the Professor concept, and another annotation instance for Myo Myo’s homepage associating it to the PhDStudent concept. The Supervision relationship between these two web pages will be annotated by having the URI of Myo Myo’s homepage inserted as an attribute value in the annotation instance of Dr Lim’s homepage. The annotation approach does not annotate the actual hyperlink structure connecting Dr Lim’s homepage with Myo Myo’s homepage corresponding to the Supervision relationship.

In the above example, the hyperlink structure connecting from Dr Lim’s homepage to Myo Myo’s homepage represents an essential piece of information about the Supervise relationship. It allows us to know which hyperlink or chain of hyperlinks constitutes the Supervise relationship. With such a knowledge, navigation among the web pages can be more intelligently done.

Consider Figure 3 which depicts another chain of hyperlinks from Dr Lim’s homepage to Myo Myo’s homepage via the homepage of the research center (i.e., CAIS) Dr Lim belongs to, the project listing web page of the center, the Digital Library project web page, and the Digital Library Project People web page. Note that while the same Professor and PhDStudent web pages are involved, this chain of hyperlinks does not carry any semantics about the Supervise relationship. This particular chain of hyperlinks merely states that Dr Lim and Myo Myo are members of the research center. Hence, it is important to distinguish between the two different chains of hyperlinks between the Professor’s and PhDStudent’s web pages. In this paper, we introduce the annotation of hyperlink structure to capture such a knowledge.

To the best of our knowledge, although most of the existing OWA approaches attempt to annotate relationships between web pages, none of them provides the abilities to annotate hyperlink structures as relationships between web pages. Such hyperlink structures can be very useful in a number of applications. We cite two obvious ones below:

- **Browsing:**
  
  When a user browses a web page, annotated as an instance of some concept in an ontology, he or she can...
examine the relationship semantics of the links of the web page before deciding the link to be traversed next. In other words, the user can be presented with the relationship(s) associated with each annotated link in the web page. With the additional relationship information, the user can make more informed and better decision on navigating the web site.

- Query:

With hyperlinks annotated, users can now query information associated with hyperlinks and their assigned semantics. Examples of such queries include:

- Find the links that connect a ‘School’ homepage to its ‘AcademicStaff’ homepages.
- Find the homepages of PhDStudents which are not connected with any project web page by hyperlinks annotated with ‘Memberof’ relationship, suggesting that the students have not inserted links to their projects.

3. OWA Framework

Before we present our proposed annotation approach for hyperlink structures, we first introduce a framework for ontological web annotation as shown in Figure 4. The framework, represented as an extended ER diagram, aims to describe the different entities involved in OWA and their inter-relationships. It allows us to study an annotation approach systematically and to put our study on annotation of hyperlink structures in right perspective. Note that we have suppressed the attribute information in the diagram to ease reading.

In our framework, web objects are the items to be annotated. A web object can be a web site, a web page, or any item within a web page such as a multimedia object, table, etc. An annotation instance can be created for a single web object or a set of web objects. The latter is required when the web objects are closely related and may be better to be annotated together. An example is the annotation of both personal and official homepages of a person since they describe the same person with different focuses.

Figure 4 also shows that multiple annotation instances (or simply annotation) can be created for each web object, but each annotation instance is represented in some annotation language. Ideally, one would like to see all annotation instances created using the same annotation language. Nevertheless, the reality is quite different since each annotation language provides different set of annotation features. The existing annotation languages includes Ontobroker [11], SHOE [13], RDF [16, 18], and others.

To adopt OWA, ontology must be used in the creation of annotation instances. There are many ways ontology can be
defined. In our framework, an ontology consists of ontology entities. In Section 4.1, we give our own formal definition of ontology which consists of concepts, relationships, attributes and axioms. An ontology specification language is used to define ontologies. As we create an annotation instance, the annotated web object is associated with some ontology entity. This association is recorded within the annotation instance.

Very often, using the same annotation language and ontology, one can still create many different annotation instances for the same web object. For example, the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) itself is an annotation language but it can be used in different ways to represent an annotation instance as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

![Figure 4. OWA Framework](image)

To unify the representation, the annotation schema is introduced. Annotation schema describes how the annotation instances are formatted. In other words, annotation schema is a common template for instantiating annotation instances. With such a template, it is then possible for any applications to parse and extract information from annotation instances. Note that the annotation schema itself can be represented in some annotation schema language.

### 4. Proposed Annotation Schema

In this section, we present our proposed annotation schema that can be used to annotate web objects with concepts, relationships and attributes from a given ontology. We first give the definition of ontology. We then describe the different types of hyperlink structures to be covered by our proposed annotation schema. We finally define our proposed annotation schema. To allow wide adoption of our proposed annotation approach, we have chosen XML [3] as the annotation language and XML Schema [22] as the annotation schema language respectively. There are several advantages for using XML:

```xml
<concept name="Professor">
  <attribute>
    <name>Ee-Peng Lim</name>
    <email>aseplim@ntu.edu.sg</email>
    <url>http://www.cais.ntu.edu.sg:8000/~aseplim</url>
    <affiliation>CAIS</affiliation>
  </attribute>
</concept>

<relationship name="Supervise">
  <source>http://www.cais.ntu.edu.sg:8000/~aseplim</source>
  <target>http://www.cais.ntu.edu.sg:8000/~naing</target>
</relationship>
```

![Figure 5. Example XML Annotation instance(1)](image)

![Figure 6. Example XML Annotation instance(2)](image)
• XML syntax are simple and their parsers are widely available;
• Since annotations are intended for querying web information, having them represented in XML allows us to apply some XML query languages on them without inventing a new set of query languages; and
• Database systems supporting XML can be readily used to implement the XML-based annotation approaches.

4.1. Definition of Ontology

In our OWA framework, ontologies serve as the domain knowledge for organizing semantically interrelated data on the web. Compared to the traditional relational database schema, an ontology can describe more complex objects due to its richer semantic constructs.

In the following, we give the formal definition of ontology.

**Definition 1 (Ontology)** An ontology consists of 6 elements \( \{ C, A^C, R, A^R, H, X \} \), where \( C \) represents a set of concepts; \( A^C \) represents a collection of attribute sets, one for each concept; \( R \) represents a set of relationships; \( A^R \) represents a collection of attribute sets, one for each relationship; \( H \) represents a concept hierarchy; and \( X \) represents a set of axioms.

Each concept \( c_i \) in \( C \) represents a set of objects of the same kind, and can be described by the same set of attributes denoted by \( A^C(c_i) \). Each relationship \( r_j \) in \( R \) represents a binary association between concepts \( c_p \) and \( c_q \), and the instances of such a relationship are pairs of \((c_p, c_q)\) concept objects. The attributes of \( r_j \) can be denoted by \( A^R(r_j) \). \( H \) is a concept hierarchy derived from \( C \) and it is a set of parent-child (or superclass-subclass) relations between concepts in \( C \). \( (c_p, c_q) \in H \) if \( c_q \) is a subclass, or sub-concept, of \( c_p \). Each axiom in \( X \) is a constraint on the concept’s and relationship’s attribute values or a constraint on the relationships between concept objects. Each constraint can be expressed like a Prolog-like rule [2].

In the following, we describe the simple University ontology shown in Figure 2. This ontology example will also be used throughout this paper.

**Example 1** \( \text{UnivOntology} = \{ C_{\text{univ}}, A^C_{\text{univ}}, R_{\text{univ}}, A^R_{\text{univ}}, H_{\text{univ}}, X_{\text{univ}} \} \) where

\( C_{\text{univ}} = \{ \text{Student, PhDStudent, AcademicStaff, Professor, Department, Course, Project, ...} \} \)

\( A^C_{\text{univ}} = \{ A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{Student}), A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{PhDStudent}), A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{AcademicStaff}), A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{Professor}), A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{Department}), A^C_{\text{univ}}(\text{Course}), ... \} \)

\( A^R_{\text{univ}}(\text{Supervise}) = \{ \text{startdate, enddate, ...} \} \)

\( A^R_{\text{univ}}(\text{Take}) = \{ \text{semester, year, ...} \} \)

**4.2 Types of Hyperlink Structures**

We now review the types of hyperlink structures that can be annotated. Hyperlink structure between two given web pages can be represented as follows:

\( \text{Source Link (Ip Link) \star \ Target} \)

The source page \( (\text{Source}) \) is linked to the target page \( (\text{Target}) \) with at least one link \( (\text{Link}) \). When more than one link is involved, there will be intermediate
the relationship between two web pages is described by text string in the source page without any hyperlink. In our approach, we assume that two web pages are linked by at least one hyperlink so that we could be able to annotate the hyperlink information.

We classify the linkage between a source web page and a target web page into two categories: Single-path Link and Multi-path Link.

- **Single-path Link**: In Single-path Link, there is only one path available starting from the source page to a target page. The source page is connected to a target page by a single path represented by a sequence of links and intermediate pages. For example, a single-path link that describes the Supervise relationship between a Professor homepage and a PhDStudent homepage is shown as follows:

\[
S_A \xrightarrow{I_{P1}} L_1 \xrightarrow{I_{P2}} L_2 \xrightarrow{I_{P3}} L_3 \xrightarrow{I_{P4}} T_B
\]

Where \(S_A\) = Professor homepage

\(T_B\) = PhDStudent homepage

\(I_{P1}\) = project list page

\(I_{P2}\) = Project homepage

\(I_{P3}\) = list of people page

The intermediate pages are pages describing information related to the Professor and PhDStudent. They may or may not be annotated as concept instances. For example, the project homepage may be annotated as an instance of ‘Project’ concept. If an intermediate page in the chain has been annotated as a concept instance, this information is also kept as the `sc-name` attribute in the linkchain information. The `sc-name` value is `none` by default if the intermediate page is not a concept instance.

- **Multi-path Link**: When a source page is connected to a target page by traversing through more than one path of the links between them, and they all capture the same semantic relationship between the source and target pages, we say that there is a Multi-path Link between them. Some of the links and intermediate pages in the different paths may be the same while others are different. For example, multi-path link consisting two paths below may represent the ‘Supervise’ relationship:

\[
S_A \xrightarrow{I_{P1n}} L_{1n} \xrightarrow{I_{P1n}} L_{2n} \xrightarrow{I_{P2n}} L_{3n} \xrightarrow{I_{P3}} L_4 \xrightarrow{I_{P4}} T_B
\]

\[
S_A \xrightarrow{I_{P1}} L_1 \xrightarrow{I_{P2}} L_2 \xrightarrow{I_{P3}} L_3 \xrightarrow{I_{P4}} T_B
\]

\(S_A\) may denote a Professor homepage, \(T_B\) and \(T_C\) are two student pages. The sub-path from the Professor homepage to the list of people page(\(I_{P3}\)) is common.

### 4.3 Sharing of Annotated Subpaths

Very often, different linkchains may share some common intermediate pages and links. If they are annotated in every linkchain containing them, the amount of annotation information will be very large.

To address this problem, we introduce the Shared-path Link. A shared-path is a sub-path between a source and a target page that has been annotated and the subpath is also used in the path between another pair of source page and target page. For example, a shared-path link from \(S_A\) to \(I_{P3}\) is shared between the \((S_A, T_B)\) pair and \((S_A, T_C)\) pair.

\[
S_A \xrightarrow{I_{P1}} L_1 \xrightarrow{I_{P2}} L_2 \xrightarrow{I_{P3}} L_3 \xrightarrow{I_{P4}} T_B
\]

\[
S_A \xrightarrow{I_{P1}} L_1 \xrightarrow{I_{P2}} L_2 \xrightarrow{I_{P3}} L_3 \xrightarrow{I_{P4}} T_C
\]

### 4.4 Proposed Annotation Approach

The core of the our annotation framework is the annotation schema which defines the template for creating annotation instances. We earlier mentioned that there are existing annotation approaches using a variety of annotation languages. Most of them adopt some implicit annotation schema commonly agreed by a community of users. They however focus only on annotating web pages with concepts but not the hyperlink structures.

Instead of inventing an entirely new annotation approach, we have chosen to extend the data annotation approach presented in[4] with the capability of annotating hyperlink structures. In addition to the use of the concept tag for associating web pages with concepts, we introduce the relationship tag to allow hyperlink structures of relationship instances and their relevant attributes to be annotated. Figure 7 depicts the BNF of the annotation schema. In the figure, the optional elements are enclosed by `[`s and `]`s, and repetitive elements by `{`s and `}`s. To distinguish non-terminal elements from terminal ones, the former are enclosed in angle brackets, i.e., `<`s and `>`s. The * symbol outside the repeating element indicates zero or more repeating occurrences, and the + symbol for one or more repeating occurrences.

According to the schema, each annotation instance is assigned a unique identifier(`a-id`), instance URL (`inst-url`) and is created for a web object. The annotation instance consists of a concept part associated with the annotated web page and a relationship part associated with the links with other web pages. The concept part is self-explanatory. The relationship part consists of one or more relationships. Each
relationship consists of the id of the corresponding relationship entity in the ontology, the relationship name, the source and target annotation instance ids, their attribute values, and the hyperlink structures linking the source web page to the target web page if any.

We annotate the hyperlink structures by treating them as link chains. Each link chain is identified with link id (l-id) and includes a sequence of hyperlinks. At present, we identify each hyperlink in the chain by the destination web page URL, the hyperlink label and the source concept name if it is the another concept instance. There may be more than one link chains in each relationship if there exists multi-path link between source page and target page. In addition, shared-path link can also be identified within the link chain if it has been annotated by other link chains.

To facilitate sharing of annotation schema among different applications, the annotation schema is represented using the XML Schema language. The XML Schema for our annotation example is shown in Figure 8.

Based on the annotation schema, each annotated web page is associated with an annotation instance that includes a unique identifier, URI of the annotated web object, URI and other attributes of the assigned concept and annotation information of the relationships originating from that web page. Based on the assigned concept, the values of concept attributes can be indicated in the annotation. For each relationship originating from the web page, the relationship attributes, and the chain of hyperlink information leading to the target web page are included. The chainType complex type in the schema annotates the chain of hyperlinks as a <linkchain> element. Each <linkchain> can have <shared-path> if some of the links are common to other <linkchain>. The annotated shared-path can be used by using the <use-shared-path> tag. This way of identifying hyperlinks is simple and easy to implement.

5. Annotation Examples of Hyperlink Structures

The annotation instance for Dr Lim’s homepage using our proposed annotation schema is shown in Figure 9 where the homepage of Dr Lim is assigned to Professor concept with three relationships, namely two Supervise relationships to his PhD student Myo Myo and Danzhou, and one Teach relationship to the course he taught. The first Supervise relationship includes two hyperlink structures from Dr Lim’s homepage to Myo Myo’s homepage have been represented by two link chains. That means multi-path link exists between Dr Lim’s homepage to Myo Myo’s homepage and each link chain includes shared-path s01 and s02. Shared-path s01 is shared to Danzhou’s homepage under the same Supervise relationship. The third hyperlink structure is a single-path link for a Teach relationship. It simply includes the hyperlink structure from Dr Lim’s homepage to a Teaching label in the homepage, and later to the course (SC304) web page.
Figure 8. Annotation Schema
The above two examples illustrate that hyperlink structures can be annotated together with the web pages in an integrated manner. With these annotated hyperlink structures, it will much easier to process the relationships between web pages.

6. Related Work

In this section, we will give a brief overview on some existing ontology-based web annotation approaches and to compare our work with them.

Ontology-based web annotation has been studied in several research projects such as Ontobroker [10], SHOE [13], OntoAnnotate [20], CREAM [21] and the data annotation project [4]. None of them addresses the issues of annotating hyperlink structures.

To conduct OWA, several annotation languages have been introduced. They can be roughly divided into HTML-based annotation languages, XML-based annotation languages and RDF-based annotation languages.

Example of HTML-based annotation languages are Ontobroker [10] and SHOE [13]. Both of them do not support explicit annotation schema, they just use one single implicit annotation schema for representing the annotations. In addition, annotations need to be embedded in the original web pages. Text portions of the web pages can be annotated as concept’s attribute values. The annotation of relationships between web pages only includes the URL of the related web pages but not the hyperlink structures.

XOML [7] is an example of XML-based annotation language, in which the annotation schema is defined by Document Type Definition(DTD). Original HTML document are transformed into modified XML annotated documents including the relevant concept and relationship tags. Again, no hyperlink information is included in annotation of relationships.

A RDF-based annotation language has been adopted by OntoAnnotate [20] and Annotea [14]. Their annotation schemas are represented in RDF(Schema). Annotation instances are external to the annotated items and are stored separately in the RDF databases. OntoAnnotate allows only the web page annotation but in Annotea annotated items can be any web objects with URI or referenced by XPointer. Relationship assignment between different annotated items are allowed but do not include the hyperlink information.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have identified that the annotation of hyperlink structures is missing in the current state-of-the-art ontology-based web annotation (OWA). Such hyperlink structures can be useful not only in query processing but also in intelligent web browsing and visualization. We therefore propose an annotation schema to support such kind of annotations. Some examples are given to illustrate our proposed approach which is based on an extension of the Bremer’s annotation approach. We also present a conceptual framework for ontology-based web annotation. This framework allows us to study OWA components independently and their inter-relationships.

Our research on hyperlink structure annotation approach is still in the early phase and several future work needs to be done to fully realise the goal of annotating hyperlink structures. They are:

- Integrating our annotation approach into other existing annotation languages.
- Developing automatic or semi-automatic techniques to annotate hyperlink structures together with other web objects.
- Building a system infrastructure to support the registration and sharing of annotation schemas.
- Current approach does not include how to handle the changes of hyperlink structures. We need to develop some extensive approaches to reflect the changes of hyperlink structures in the original web objects.
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